OCTOBER 15 - 19, 2018

MONDAY  1530-1615  CLERK TEACHING SESSION – Victory 2, Room 3-2-128
Hypothermia
Dr. D. Mark

1600  ANESTHESIOLOGY COMPETENCE COMMITTEE MEETING
Anesthesia Library

TUESDAY  1300-1400  QSONIC ROUNDS – K2 ICU Boardroom
Presenter: Hailey Hobbs
Topic: Point of care Echocardiography – the basics with some cases from critical care!

1530-1615  CLERK TEACHING SESSION - Victory 2, Library
Hyperthermia
Dr. G. Mizubuti

WEDNESDAY  0700  GRAND ROUNDS, Richardson Amphitheatre
What Can Toyota Teach Anesthesia?
Dr. Karim Mukhida
Objective:
➢ To learn what the business world can teach healthcare in general and anesthesiology in particular about improving the efficiency and quality of perioperative care

1300  RESIDENT ACADEMIC PROGRAM – PGY1-2 RESIDENTS
Anesthesia Library
Pharmacology II – Volatile Anesthetics Part I
Dr. David Mark

Oral exam: Dr. Sam Walsh

THURSDAY  1530-1615  CLERK TEACHING SESSION – Victory 2, Library
Electrolytes Imbalance
Dr. R. Rooney

FRIDAY  0700  CASE MANAGEMENT ROUNDS
Anesthesia Library
Dr. Sam Walsh

Case for Presentation: A 73 year old female with long standing ascites is scheduled for a diagnostic laproscopy. She has RA, dm, htn. She reports that she is short of breath due to her abdominal distension but it has gotten worse over the last 4 weeks.